SMOOTH AND TRADITIONAL

		 Single Double

17

Gin Mare		 5.65

7.65

18

Gordons		4.95

6.95

19

Gordons Pink		 4.95

6.95

20 Gordons Sloe		 4.95

6.95

It smells herbaceous, with resinous juniper and thyme
dominating. The combination feels savoury and different to
other gins on the shelf.

The original. A standard London dry gin…

The original. A standard London dry gin…but pink

A harmony of bold fruit and tart berry flavours, rounded
out by the dry, crisp juniper

Let the Evenng Be-Gin...
“Of all the gin joints, in all the towns, in all of
Yorkshire…and you had to walk into ours”… ENJOY!”

Gin Menu

Let the Evenng Be-Gin...
“We’ve gone to great lengths to offer you some of the finest local
and international Gin offerings (complete with ‘ginformation’).
All our speciality Gins INCLUDE Fever-Tree Mediterranean,
Naturally Light or Elderflower Tonic Water, or Ginger Ale.”

LOCAL

		 Single Double

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Raisthorpe		5.85
Distilled using water from the mystic underwater streams
of the Yorkshire Wolds gypsy springs. With just the right
balance of juniper and secret botanicals, it tickles the taste
buds and offers a uniquely mystical taste…Magical!

Slingsby Rhubarb		 5.85
Harrogate spring water, pure single grain spirit and
locally sourced botanicals, masterfully infused the finest
hand-grown Yorkshire rhubarb sourced from the famous
‘Rhubarb Triangle’… Refreshing, summery and Yorkshire!

Slingsby Dry		 5.85
Crafted using locally sourced botanicals that are
synonymous with the beautiful and restorative nature of
Harrogate, and complemented with water drawn from the
world-famous Harrogate aquifer, pure single grain spirit…

Slingsby Navy Strength		 6.25
The same botanical mix as the classic Dry Gin, it continues
the tradition of the Royal Navy’s ‘proof test’, whereby
gunpowder can still ignite if gin is accidentally spilled on it!

Slingsby Old Tom		 5.85
An interpretation of an old style of gin popular in the 18th
century when strict licensing made it difficult to make and
sell gin. A sweeter more mellow offering.

Whitby		5.85
Sugar kelp foraged from Robin Hood’s Bay at low tide.
Heather from the North York Moors. Yorkshire honey from
a local beekeeper. Botanicals were selected both for their
delicious flavour and to champion one aspect of Whitby’s
varied natural surroundings.

York		5.85
When in Yorkshire… a classic dry and smooth gin made with
nine botanicals. A complex and smooth finish with a gentle
citrus edge…

FRUITY

		 Single Double

8

Whitley Neil Blood Orange		 5.85

7.85

9

Whitley Neil Raspberry		 5.85

7.85

10 Whitley Neil Pink Grapefruit		 5.85

7.85

Bright, zesty aromas head up a clean, citrus Gin. A sweet
fruit burst of Sicilian Blood Oranges offers a smooth crisp
taste of the Mediterranean sun. Zesty and refreshing.

A perfectly balanced Gin with a delicate, fruity taste and a
lasting citrus, raspberry flavour. A true taste of Summer…

Inspired by the citrus groves of Spain, this pink gin is
infused with zest pink grapefruit.

7.85

SMOOTH AND TRADITIONAL

		 Single Double

7.85

7.85

11

Monkey 47		 5.85

7.85

12

Sing Gin		 5.85

7.85

13

Sipsmith		 5.85

7.85

14 Hendrick’s		 5.65

7.65

15

Tanqueray		 5.65

7.65

Bombay Sapphire		 5.65

7.65

8.25

We have a big flavoured gin with lots of juniper balanced
with slight sweet notes and a long finish. It’s grape based!

Nutty undertones with a hint of chocolate and grape jam. A
gentle mouthfeel, with initial dry juniper joined by growing
sweetness, showing lemon tart & orange marmalade.

The curious, yet marvellous, infusions imbued the spirit with
its uniquely balanced flavour in an impeccably smooth and
distinct gin.

7.85

7.85
16
7.85

The zingy citrus is assertive to taste upfront, but gives
way to a rich bouquet of flavours but can you taste all 47
botanicals?

Very fresh and smooth on the nose with slight hints of
juniper and citrus coming through. A good hit of liquorice is
present on the palate, with a slight spice that creates a long
tingle.

The palate is exceptionally smooth and allows the
botanicals to open one by one and mix in the loveliest way
with juniper slightly at the forefront.

Turn over for more Ginspiration…

